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As part of our school community please NOTE and RESPECT:
A.  North Entrance is the only entry point, no exit at anytime onto Benvoulin Rd.; No exceptions.
Given numerous accidents that have occurred at this location, left hand turns have been prohibited, exiting onto Benvoulin Rd. must be done at the South exit, turning right only.

B.  Tra�ic Circle is closed during the start (8am - 9am) and end (2:45pm - 3:30pm) of each school day.  
During these times, this space is reserved for those families with disabled or special needs students. This closure also keeps the MS Entrance safer due to poor visibility.
C.  Drop O� / Pick Up Zones & No Stopping Zones. 
Both the north and south zones provide safe, visible locations for students to be dropped o� and picked up from school. The south drop o� / pick up zone will be marked with large tra�ic 
cones. To prevent bottle necks and inconvenience to other drivers, PLEASE do not stop in the narrow connecting lane marked by red Xs.
D.  CAUTION: South Exit onto Benvoulin Road. 
This is a high tra�ic accident zone. When exiting the parking lot, always look both ways to recognize pedestrians/cyclists traveling from the South. Please exit into the closest lane; do not 
create bottlenecks and delays by trying to cross into the far lane.

Getting students to and from the Benvoulin Campus has at times been a challenge. Benvoulin Rd. has become increasingly busy and the return of Grade 6 students to 
Middle School means a younger student population overall for our campus. Recognizing the challenges and limitations of our school property, the Benvoulin Campus 
parking and pickup routine outlined below is designed to ensure student safety while making the process as smooth as possible for our families. We appreciate your 
cooperation as we try to make the campus parking lot as e�icient and safe as possible.
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